Teaching invasive prenatal procedures: effectiveness of two simple simulators in training.
Chorionic villus sampling (CVS) and amniocentesis are the major tools of invasive prenatal diagnosis. We studied the effectiveness of two simulators in training in invasive procedures. Two affordable and simple simulators were developed, modelling the maternal abdomen and the different tissue layers crossed by the needle. The trainees were evaluated before and after practical and theoretical training. A score evaluating five criteria for technical quality in performing a procedure safely was established. Initial score of 9 or 10 was excluded. The primary endpoint was improvement defined as the change between pre-test and post-test, expressed as a percentage of the pre-test. A total of 54 residents and 63 specialists in obstetrics and gynaecology participated. Residents improved their scores in the practice of amniocentesis (80% [43-167]) and CVS (100% [29-150]), as well as specialists (100% [25-233] and 67% [33-122]). Specialists who earlier performed one CVS or more than five amniocentesis procedures had a lower increase during training than those who had performed fewer than five procedures (p < 0.01). Being inexperienced in CVS was associated with greater improvement (27% vs 56%, p = 0.003). A simple simulator improves the ability of physicians to perform invasive procedures in particular when initial experience is low. © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.